D.2 Contract. TA 381: Costume Practicum—OR—TA 382: Scenery Practicum

This required form constitutes a contract between you and the Department for one semester and creates an individual schedule for you to follow as you complete the required 45 hours of production work to earn one (1) credit hour.

NAME ___________________________________ Student number ________________

I am enrolling this semester, ________, 20___ in (circle one):     TA 381,   Costume

                                          TA 382,   Scenery

My work schedule for this practicum is:

Please indicate the DAYS and TIMES that will create a weekly schedule for you.

MONDAY             ________________________
TUESDAY            ________________________
WEDNESDAY          ________________________
THURSDAY           ________________________
FRIDAY             ________________________

Showing up for work in an unsuitable condition (e.g. LATE, sleepy, starving, improper dress) is not acceptable. Repeated occurrences of ABSENCE, three (3) or more, will be grounds for being dropped from the course.

Students are responsible for recording their hours accurately and securing appropriate signatures from faculty or staff.

___________________________               ______________________________
Student’s signature                   Supervisor’s signature